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TRACKLIST:
A1: Quinchos (Original Mix) // 6:31
A2: Quinchos (Abe Duque Remix) // 6:47
B1: Quinchos (Misstress Barbara Remix) // 7:45
B2: Quinchos (Franco Bianco Remix) // 6:50
Digital Exclusive: Quinchos (Abe Duque Dub Remix) // 9:59

Dilek Records presents its 8th vinyl release named Quinchos EP delivered by Llydo, a very
talented Spanish newcomer. This work includes the remixes of Abe Duque, Misstress
Barbara and Franco Bianco, who are already rocking dance floors all over the world.
Llydo comes from Madrid; he has been very active as a DJ during the last years, mainly
with his collective Jet Lab, who have been organizing countless crazy events in the capital
city. Now, he presents his first EP. He produced Quinchos by playing himself individually
all the instruments in a professional recording studio, in order to sample them and
produce the whole track on Pro Tools, which is very unusual nowadays.
Abe Duque decided to participate in this new vinyl, and luckily he found some time in his
busy schedule in order to finish this stunning remix. During the last years, besides touring
all over the world and playing three times a week, he released on some great labels such
as Process Recordings, Abe Duque Records, International Deejay Gigolo, Shitkatapult
and Tuning Spork among others. His already mythical Live and on Acid compilation was
released a few months ago, on History Records.
Misstress Barbara is also doing us the honor to be a part of this EP, and while having
different projects and releasing music of diverse styles; she still has a big place for techno
in her heart. Over the years she has toured extensively worldwide as a DJ, and now she’s
also performing LIVE with her band. With I’m No Human; she embraced a new
adventure, and produced her first album as a songwriter with amazing collaborations on
Maple Music. In the past, she released on her own label Iturnem as well as on Border
Community and Bedrock just to name a few.
Franco Bianco was definitely very active as a LIVE artist this year, since nowadays, he is
about to complete a tour with Tenori-On, that lasted 9 months. He played from Beirut to
Tokyo passing by New York, Santo Domingo and Buenos Aires as well Berlin, Zurich and
many other cities. He also produced some unbelievable remixes on Hypercolour and
Space Factory between other labels. Now that his tour is about to finish, he’ll focus on
producing an album containing remixes of no other than Oscar-winning artist Jorge
Drexler.
Track by track:
Llydo – Quinchos (Original Mix): In this original track, you can clearly hear the battery,
bass-drum and all the other instruments that Llydo played and sampled in order to create
this powerful techno track. It has a smashing break and a driving bass. It’s a dark track
with a lot of energy, perfect for a set during the main hours, ideal to explode the sound
system.
Llydo – Quinchos (Abe Duque Remix): This version is totally wicked, with Abe’s special
naughty touch that makes ya’ll go completely insane. He managed to juggle between
groovy techno and this fantastic acid, always so true to his style, doing what he knows
best. It’s a bomb, an ideal track for a crazy sweaty screaming crowd.

Llydo – Quinchos (Misstress Barbara Remix): Barbara’s remix is extremely well produced
and perfect for a wild club night. It has some epic elements; it’s a perfect dance floor
version. In this EP, this one is the most tech house orientated interpretation. It’s an
amazing track for a vinyl, perfect for a mix in a crowded club, and it will surely make the
difference in your set.
LLydo – Quinchos (Franco Bianco Remix): Franco likes taking risks, and this time, he
delivered a freaky version with a tremendous kind of reggae drop. It’s a delirious track
that you can easily place between the other two powerful remixes. But still, it kept that
strong bass and this perfect club atmosphere, with very solid and effective beats. It’s an
ideal production to balance this EP.
Llydo – Quinchos (Abe Duque Dub Remix): ‘Cause you can never get enough of him, Abe
delighted us with this extended version. This one has an awesome synth and a different
bass compared to the other remix, it also includes a vocal. It takes you straight in a techno
hypnosis, it’s a trip you don’t want to stop.
With psychedelic love,
Your Dilek Crew
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